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Requestor Name:  Ilse Leis 

Information Request Round  #2 

 

To: BC Hydro & Power Authority 

Date:  March 6th. 2012 

Application Name: F2012 to 2014 Revenue Requirement Application 

 

Preamble to 1.0 Topic DSM 

 In view of the enormous number of references that could be cited 

 I shall just refer to a few of the thousands of documents I have reviewed:  

  Sections of the Clean Energy Act 

  Sections of  BCU ACTS  going back to at least 2005 

  Review of BC Hydro June 2011  

        Note: page 124 “Energy Conservation: “We recommend that  
   BC Hydro: 

  (54) RE-EVALUATE ITS VARIOUS ENERGY CONSERVATION 

  PROGRAMS TO REDUCE THE OVERALL COSTS TO   
  RATE PAYERS  while still achieving value for money” (bold and  
  italics added) 

  BC Hydro Quarterly Deferral Report September 30th, 2011 

  Summary for 6 months Page 1 of 1 line 14 ….”are largely due  
  to lower energy requirements as a result of lower domestic load” 

  AMPC IR 1.11.    1.11.1 to 1.11.14 regarding persistance  of  

  energy savings including BCUC IRs 1.458.8 and 1.458.82 

  BC Hydro Amended F2012 to 2014 Revenue Requirement  
   Application: Chapter 5 Operating Costs 

   Amended Appendix II 

   February 28th 2012 Amended, Amended Appendix II 

  Responses to BCUC information Requests re BC Hydro   
  Amended F2012 to 2014 Revenue Requirement regarding  
  Operating Costs and DSM Costs and DSM Deferrals   

  ex. Revision 1 February 28, 2012Pages  172 to  201 of 271  
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 1.0 Topic: DSM 

           BCUC Info Request 1.80.0 Table and 1.80.1. dated December 23,  
  2011   

    Response: confirmed     

 1.1    Please provide numerical data regarding what portion of the  

          total DSM costs and total DSM Deferrals apply specifically  

          to Residential Customers for the years from 2007 until 2011. 
 

 1.2.     One of the objectives of the DSM is to change Residential  

  Customer BEHAVIOR. Please provide the assumptions for  

  spending hundreds of millions of dollars over the years to  

  change BC Residential Customer BEHAVIOR.  

 

  1.2.1. BC Residential Customers are unable to read their BC  

   Hydro bills? 

 

  1.2.2 BC Residential Customer are totally unaware that   

   reducing their energy consumption has an impact on 

   2. 2.2.1  Their BC Hydro Bill ie. their own costs? 

   2. 2.2.2 BC‟s energy requirements? 

   2.2.2.3. BC‟s environment? 

 

  1.2.3. B C Hydro residential customers are incapable of    

   understanding  the concept of turning off lights,   

   limiting plug-ins  eg.  battery rechargers, etc. etc. in order 

    to limit their electricity use? 

 

  1.2.4. BC Residential Customers are incapable of coming to the 

   conclusion that electricity savings might be a good idea to 

   reduce their costs and for many other reasons, including  

   environmental reasons? 

 

 1.3.  Please provide numerical justifications for BC Hydro‟s  

                 % of Deferral & Regulatory account Balance of Revenue 54% in 

       2011 compared to Hydro Quebec‟s 9% in 2010  as shown in the        

       the Response to BCUC „s Information Request  60. 1.6.6. 

  

  

 

 1.4  Please provide documentation that  shows all Residential Rate  
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        Payers have been and shall in the future be informed of the   
        TOTAL Deferred DSM increases from 2007 of $46.4 M to $137.5 M  
        in 2011,and projected costs of  $184 .6M in 202012,           
        $199.8M in 2013 and $236.3M n 2014 via Residential bill inserts 

  such as are currently inserted by Powersmart. 

  

 1.5  Measurement and Verification of  Residential Rate   

 

  1.5.1. Please provide statistical data of BC HYDRO‟s    

   measurement of residential portion of energy   

   reductions and statistical proof  that BC HYDRO‟s  

   estimates, forecasts etc. of reduced energy use are   

   attributable to DSM  monetary incentive pay and what  

   portion is attributable to changes in Residential Customer 

   Behaviour. 

 

  1.5.2 For the residential portion of energy reductions how  

   does BC HYDRO account for other non DSM   

   related factors since 2008? 

:      

  1.5.2.1 The serious Economic Downturn in 2008, the ongoing  

       serious global economic woes and  the continuing  

       fragile BC  economy i.e.  BC Government “NET  

       ZERO” policy does not apply to DSM? 

 

 

  1.5.2.2 How does BC Hydro account for Job Losses– requiring  

     drastic changes including cutting down on energy use? 

 

  1.5.2.3 Changes in number of occupants, changes in needs  

     attributed to the degree of  daily use due circumstances-  

     

  1.5.2.4 Please provide evidential information why the   

   Residential DSM behavior, appliance education etc  

   programs needs to continue and expand    

   year after year. 

 

  1.5.2.5 Are the BC Hydro Residential DSM programs so   

     ineffective that they need to be repeated year after year? 
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  1.5.2.6 Aside from new BC Residents, who  would be   

   identified by BC Hydro,  is BC Hydro‟s    

    assumption that BC Residential Consumers and   

   community  users  such as schools, hospitals, community 

   centers, libraries etc. are incapable of  getting the   

   message year after year ex. 2007 to 2014? 
 

  1.5.3   BC Hydros lPower Smart Residential   
   Programs initiatives 

   BC Hydro continued to offer a range of programs and  
   initiatives targeted to residential customers. 

   In fiscal 2010, BC Hydro expanded its partnership with  
   existing lighting manufacturers and retailers resulting in  
   close to 80,000 ENERGY STAR® light fixtures being  
   sold in B.C.; a 300 per cent increase over fiscal 2009.   

? 

 

   The effort included a large promotional campaign in the  
   spring and again during Power Smart Month in October. 

    “BC Hydro also launched its ENERGY STAR television  
    program. It works in conjunction with manufacturer and  
    retail partners to promote and showcase televisions that 
    are even more energy efficient than standard ENERGY  
    STAR models.” 

    

  1.5.3.1  Please provide specific numerical data showing the costs  
      associated with  the program described in “In fiscal 2010, BC 
      Hydro expanded its partnership with existing lighting   
      manufacturers and retailers” . 

          1.5.3.2  Why are Residential Customers paying for these Costs when 
      they should be collected from existing lighting    
         manufacturers and retailers ? 

  1.5.3.3 Please provide specific numerical data showing the costs  
                associated with  the program described in “BC Hydro also  
     launched its ENERGY STAR television program. It works in  
     conjunction with manufacturer and retail partners to promote  
     and showcase televisions that are even more energy efficient 
     than standard ENERGY STAR models”.  
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  1.5.3.4   Why are Residential Customers paying for these Costs  
     when they should be collected from manufacturer and retail  
     partners who promote and showcase televisions that are  
      even  more energy efficient? 

  1.5.3.5    Are initiatives such as 1.5.3.1. and 1.5.3.3   really going on? 

      Is this for REAL?   Residential customers should pay for  
      being encouraged to  buy a new TV. That is pay for the DSM   
         many  years later.  Actually, their children will pay for it, is  
      that  right?   (?  How many  residential rate payers may be  
      able to actually afford to do buy such a TV?)  So  limited  
      income Residential customers, who cannot afford to buy a  
      more energy efficient TV are actually paying for  those who  
      can.  

  1.5.3.6   Please provide schedules for dates and contents of DSM   
         KBU and staff  programs  to change      
            DSM planning BEHAVIOUR throughout 2012, 2013,2014 in  
      order to reduce DSM Costs. 

 

  1.5.3.7    Of the 344,003 Power Team Members BC Hydro had, as of  
     June 17, 2011, how many were signed up during the   
     Olympics  Campaign? 

 

      1.5.3.8  What portion of the total yearly DSM costs is     
        allocated  to the Cost of the  Power Team Members program      
               in 2010 , 2011 and planned 2012 years? 

     

 1.5.3.9 What proportion of the 1.63 Million BC Hydro Residential  

    customers are  currently registered in the Power Team  
    Members program and how many are actively participating   
    or engaged with the Power Team Members program on a  
    daily, weekly and  monthly basis?      

 

 

 

 

 




